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“It’s better to give than to receive”
Gotham City Networking, Inc.® successfully networking since 1997
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March 28, 2017
 
Dear Tribal Members and Friends: 

It is with great joy that we welcome you to Gotham’s 20th Anniversary Gala.  We are thrilled that each one of 
you is here with us to celebrate our journey. 

When we first started this amazing journey back in 1997, we could never have anticipated the wonderful ride 
we have had over these past twenty years.

We have had the privilege of getting to know all of you and to share our contacts, thoughts, good wishes  
and support.   

We have seen strong business connections made, fostered and shared with the result being new clients and 
resources for our members all while making friends and building great relationships.

We have watched some members get started in their business ventures and grow to great success.  

We have watched some members completely change the direction of their professional, and sometimes  
personal, lives.  

We have been together through world changing, and life changing, events and ever in awe of the strength 
and generosity of some of our members in difficult times. 

Through it all we have remained a tribe, a Gotham family, and we are happy to be celebrating our anniversary 
together tonight.

As we reflect back on our beginnings, we could never have anticipated how grateful we would be to those 
who are known today as our Tribal Council.  We extend our appreciation and gratitude to Debbie Lindner (our 
always hardworking and cheerful Executive Director), Mitch Tobol (our ever creative and forward thinking 
Webmaster) and Ben Geizhals (Gotham’s “voice of reason” and our general counsel).  

We also extend our thanks to the members of the Gala Committee under the leadership of Chairperson 
Norman Spizz  for putting this event together.As always, thanks to Corey Bearak for his unwavering support 
for all things Gotham and his assistance on all things Gala! 

Last, but never least, we extend special thanks to Gothamites Joanne Meurer and Todd Pifher who graciously 
donated their time and services to bringing us this impressive Journal -- under admittedly not always the 
easiest of circumstances.  We feel very lucky to have you all with us! 

As we shared on our 10th anniversary, when we started Gotham, we truly had no plan, just an idea to put 
people around a table and encourage them to help each other.  Looking back, our “non plan” gave us the 
ability to wave “magic wands” throughout our ever growing organization without preconceived notions of 
what we should be “when we grew up.” 

We are still “growing up” and who knows what the next ten, or twenty, years will bring.   
Please join us to find out! 

 
 

Co-Founders , Gotham City Networking, Inc. ®
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Twenty Years ago, you decided to start a 
networking group.

20 years later, you created a family.
“Thank you, Fred and Nancy.”

Thank you for waving your magic wand and 
creating the Gotham Tribe.

Thank you for your tireless devotion to a unique 
brand of networking.

Thank you for your remarkable dedication to 
helping Gotham members, and thank you for living 

the Gotham Mantra:

It’s better to give than to receive, but what goes 
around comes around!

Here is to the next 20 Years.
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THE GOTHAM MISSION

It’s Better to Give Than Receive,  
But What Goes Around Comes Around!™

To  forge a virtually cost-free partnership steeped in the spirit of 

fraternity (or sorority as the case may be) that goes beyond matters 

of immediate concern. This spirit is best served by fostering a climate 

characterized by Gotham’s mantra. Said another way we are all 

non-salaried, non-commissioned sales people for each other! Thus, 

we seek to create a family/tribal environment stimulating mutual 

growth: business, social, creative, intellectual, artistic, charitable or 

otherwise. Our endeavors should enrich each participant through 

altruistic acts undertaken with a genuine concern for the welfare of 

our fellow networkers and the world.
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It is a fact of life—something quite of human nature—that 

most innovations are used and enjoyed with little thought 

given to where they came from, as if they sprang from 

nowhere and have always existed. 

Anniversaries cause us to stop for a moment to consider 

history—the ideas and actions in the past that led to 

bringing about what we enjoy today.  One of the most 

interesting aspects of the ten-year history of Gotham City 

Networking is that the organization was born out of a single 

person’s competitive spirit. 

When Gotham co-founder Fred Klein, was first approached 

to attend a networking group meeting, he did not really 

know what a networking group was and, in fact, was not 

particularly interested. 

“In 1996,” Fred recalls, “an attorney friend of mine asked me, 

‘Do you belong to a networking group?’  I said, What’s a 

networking group?  He said, ‘It’s a group of non-competing 

people that meet for breakfast to pass leads and to help 

each other develop business.’   Well, I said no, I had never 

done it and I was not interested in going because I run in the 

morning.  He asked me to please go.  I said okay and I went.” 

Most people who know Fred now cannot imagine him being 

nervous in front of a group at a networking meeting.  But 

he says he was “nervous as a cat” making his presentation 

as a labor and employment attorney, representing 

management, at that meeting in 1996.  He was really glad 

to have gotten through it when his turn to speak was over.  

Still, the meeting’s facilitator appeared to be very impressed 

with Fred. 

“After the meeting was over, the facilitator came over to me 

and he said to me,  ‘Boy, you did great!  You’re just the kind 

of guy we want.’  I didn’t buy it.  I said to myself, there’s no 

way.  I didn’t do that great.  I’m thinking there’s something 

here that I don’t get.  Then I asked him, how much does 

it cost?  Now, remember, this was in 1996.  He says, ‘It 

A NOTE FROM FRED & NANCY:  
Reflections on Our 20th Anniversary

As we sat down to reflect on our story so far, we re-

read the Gotham Story So Far featured in our 10th 

anniversary gala journal (below), we are pleased to see that 

we have stayed true to our mission.

Gotham remains grounded in our Tribal nature, living our 

mission of “it’s better to give than receive.”   We have enjoyed 

seeing our social networking thrive and grow to include 

even greater success in fostering business among our 

members. We are proud of both the friendships and business 

developed, nurtured and shared among our members. 

Gotham members continue to support each other and help 

each other grow and succeed.

Please (re)read and enjoy a reprinted condensed version of 

our Gotham story from our 10th anniversary gala, beautifully 

composed and written by Mike Millis.

THE GOTHAM STORY – SO FAR
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costs twenty five hundred dollars.’  And I said to myself, 

bingo!  I’m a prospect for him.  I said to him, thank you 

very much, but I’m not interested and I went home on my  

merry way.“ 

But the networking group’s facilitator was very much set  

on having Fred join his group and mounted a persistent 

phone campaign. 

“He kept calling me, because I was a prospect.  Finally,  

I said to him that my father once said that if you’re going to 

be in circle, you want to be at the hub of the circle, not on 

the periphery.  I told this guy that if he would form a group 

around me and comp me, I might consider it.  He replied, in 

a very imperious tone, ‘I decide when there’s a new group.’  

I said thank you very much, hung up the phone, went into 

Nancy’s office and said we’re forming a networking group.” 

Nancy Schess, Fred’s law partner did not have the slightest 

idea what he was talking about.  Together, Fred and Nancy 
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had engaged in various business development activities for 

their firm but this was different. 

Nancy’s reaction to Fred is as vivid as if it were yesterday.  

“Great!  What’s a networking group?”  Nancy continues, 

“That’s absolutely true.  I truly had no idea of the concept of 

a formal networking group.  It was 1996 at the time.  Formal 

networking groups certainly were not as prevalent as they 

are today.  I did not know that Fred had been invited to this 

other person’s networking meeting or that he had gone.  

Fred never told me anything about the meeting or anything 

about the conversations with the group’s facilitator.  So, 

Fred saying, ‘We’re starting a networking group’ was the 

introduction.  ‘Great!  What’s a networking group?’ was my 

reply and, true, his answer was, ‘You know, I really don’t 

know.  But I went to this meeting and here’s what they did.’  

So, we put our heads together on how to do this.” 

Figuring out how to form a networking group on their 

own presented itself as a real challenge to Fred and Nancy.  

Although technically “networking” everyday, Fred had been 

to only one formal networking meeting.  Nancy had been 

to none at all.  Neither had a clue as to what were the 

organizational mechanics behind pulling together a formal 

networking group.  And neither had the slightest idea what 

was going to happen at their first meeting.  But they had  

a concept. 

“I remembering sitting and trying to plan for our first 

meeting,” Nancy says.  “The first thing we did was figure 

out who we wanted to invite.  What were the parameters?  
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The concept was, as it is today, who are people we know 

who get it about how to give?  The concept of who ‘gets it’ 

about giving was truly how we got started and the genesis 

of the people that we wanted to bring to the table for the  

irst meeting.” 

Fred and Nancy went through their file of business contacts 

and came up with ten people who they believed fit within 

the spirit of what they had in mind to accomplish. 

“I like to say it was a tinker, a tailor, and a 
candlestick maker,” says Fred. 

“It was a banker, it was an insurance person, you know, the 

obvious things I had seen at the meeting I had been to.  We 

started slowly.  I don’t think I had ‘It’s better to give than 

to receive.  But what goes around comes around.’ exactly 

then.  But I’ve always been a manager of teams.  I’ve always 

believed in the team concept.  The Duke of Wellington said, 

‘The battle of Waterloo was won on the playing fields of 

Eton.’  I instill that.  I feel it.  I live it.” 

While it has always been said that the first meeting of the 

networking group took place in January of 1997, in fact the 

first meeting actually took place in March of 1997.  In any 

case, it was not long before the power and reach of their 

fledgling enterprise became very much apparent to Fred 

and Nancy. 

“The small group grew to a larger group because, not only 

did we continue to promote bringing people to the table, 

but now everybody at the table started to promote bringing 

people to the table,” recounts Nancy.  “Business started to 

be exchanged.  Relationships started to build.  And the 

relationships started to build in a different way than they had 

before, because putting someone at the table was a very, 

very powerful thing to do.  It was a different level of getting 

to know someone.  We had a common purpose.  We had a 

common goal.  There was an amazing energy around 

what was going to happen at the very beginning, 

because, truly, no one knew.” 

The networking group found a home at the New York 

Friars Club.   It did not become known as Gotham City 

Networking, Inc.® until a few years into its existence, 

when it became obvious this was no longer an informal 

gathering of friends but a functioning organization that 

needed to be formalized a bit.  Gotham was the first 

name considered and, as Nancy remembers, the only 

name considered.  The group liked the name because 

they were based in New York City, which is often referred 

to as “Gotham.” 

After ten years, what is it 
that keeps Gotham going?
“All the people who come to the table,” replies Nancy.  “It’s 

only to some degree, I think, what Fred and I do—and 

Debbie [Lindner] and Mitch [Tobol] and Ben [Geizhals] 

trying to steer the ship.  I think that the constant growth 

of Gotham is solely by virtue of the people who come 

to the table with great ideas and great energy, ready to 

jump in and do things for the overall betterment of the 

group.  That’s what keeps us moving forward.” 

“It’s tribal,” in Fred’s opinion.  “When Bono was named 

Time Magazine’s Man of the Year a year or two ago—

everyone has heard me say this before—he was asked 

how it was that U2 was able to remain relevant after 

so many years.  He said, and it’s always stuck with me, 

‘We treat all our fans like they’re members of a tribe.’   
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The team concept, the playing fields of Eton, members of a 

tribe—that’s what makes Gotham special and that’s what 

keeps it going.”  “We absolutely have a philosophy about 

how we think this is supposed to be done,” Nancy points out.  

“And I believe it’s different than it is at other organizations.  

We don’t believe that you can force business.  We believe 

that business has to come from the relationships that  

you form.”

Adds Fred, “It’s networking with a social conscience.  We hate 

takers.  It’s not about takers.  Give, give, give.  You develop 

friendships and allegiances.  People will give you warm 

leads, not just leads.  They want you to succeed, because 

they are your family.  You are their brother.” 

When asked what Gotham means to them, outside of the 
business benefits that have come their way since starting 
the group, the co-founding members reply with very 
thoughtful answers. 

“In the first half of my life, I was an underachiever,” Fred says 

introspectively.  “I was not a great student.  As a result of my 

SAT scores, I got into Syracuse University but I still didn’t 

have a focused direction.  There came a time when my sons 

were of age to play Little League.  I devoted my entire life to 

coaching.  The result was that we won five championships.  

Then, I was asked to coach the girls’ high school cross-

country team.  Right around then, I started to run and I 

finished thirty-three marathons.  So, where I had been an 

underachiever for the first half of my life, in the second half 

of my life, I became this type A, competitive person.  It seems 

like I need something extra, because I have a lot of excess 

energy.  Gotham is the next chapter that provides an outlet 

for that excess energy.” 

Says Nancy of what Gotham means to her, “It’s family.  It 

really is, in a sense that I don’t think any of us could have 

anticipated when we started this ten years ago.  You know 

how people talk about six degrees of separation?  There are 

no degrees of separation when it comes to Gotham.  I walk 

into a room of, supposedly, strangers and, I’m telling you, 

within a five-minute conversation with anyone, there is a 

tie back to this organization.  It’s an amazing feeling.  It’s a 

feeling of a family and friends and people you know you can 

rely on for whatever you can think of that you might need or 

that your clients might need.” 

The challenge as Gotham grows is to maintain what has 

made the organization so special for so many years and 

nurture it to even greater success.  When we next pause 

to consider Gotham’s history, on the occasion of another 

anniversary, it will be very interesting to see just how well 

what was started by ten friends around a table a decade ago 

has survived.  Stay tuned.
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GOTHAM’S CHARITABLE ARM 

Gotham City Networking Foundation, Inc.

In 2003, as a natural outgrowth of the Gotham mission of “It’s better to give than to receive,” the Gotham 

City Networking Foundation was born. The Foundation was an outgrowth of the altruistic, philanthropic and 

generally generous nature of the members of Gotham City Networking. 

The Foundation, a non-profit 501 (c) 3 charitable organization, is chartered to raise money and donate to 

worthy causes in furtherance of the giving spirit of our membership. Only other 501(c)(3) organizations are 

eligible to receive grants from the Foundation.  

The following currently serve as members of the Board of Directors of the Foundation: Fred C. Klein, Nancy B. 

Schess, Anthony Celano, Ben Geizhals, Debra Lindner, Mitch Tobol, Jane B. Jacobs, and Joan Ebert Rothermel.

Since the Foundation’s 2003 beginning, money has been raised for very worthy causes both through 

individual group fundraising and our more recent annual “Gotham Season of Giving.” Recipients of donations 

have included:
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2005
• American Red Cross 

 (in response to Hurricane Katrina)

•  The Children’s Health Fund 

 (in response to Hurricane Katrina)

2007
•  The Children’s Hospital Foundation 

 (Gotham’s Westchester Group for 

 Maria Fareri Children’s Hospital) 

•  The Maria Fareri Children’s Hospital 

 (In memory of Gotham member Judge 

 Howard Goldfluss) 

•  Heart of America Foundation 

 (Gotham’s Formica I Group)

2008
•  The Icla da Silva Foundation 

 (Gotham’s Bandit Group)

•  The Welles Remy Crowther Foundation 

2009
• Theresa Alessandra Russo Foundation

•  Living Beyond Belief

2010
•  Fred’s Team - Memorial Sloan-Kettering 

 Cancer Center

•  Friends of PS 169

2011
• Long Island Alzheimer’s Foundation

•  The Michael J. Fox Foundation for 

 Parkinson’s Research

•  Leukemia & Lymphoma Society

2012
•  American Red Cross - NY Region

•  Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation

2013
•  NY Presbyterian Fund, Inc.

•  Senior Service of Stanford

•  Sharp Again Naturally, Inc.

•  CFC International

2014
•  The Center for Therapeutic &  

Educational Riding, Inc.

•  Make A Wish Foundation of America

•  Lustgarten Foundation

•  Safe Space NYC

2015
•  Maria Fareri Children’s Hospital

•  New Ground

•  God’s Love We Deliver

•  Multiple Sclerosis Foundation

2016
•  DOROT

•  National Dance Institute

•  American Diabetes Association
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GOTHAM’S SEASON 
OF GIVING

Ester Horowitz

The Gotham tribe is a group of giving people by nature.  That is one of our unique strengths.

When selecting a charity then that is worthy of our time, attention, and funds it could present a challenge 

when there are so many worthy organizations.  

The Gotham giving campaign answered the question “how do we choose”? It eliminated the barrier and 

opened the door for many worthy causes to be supported. 

The first and probably the most notable for me was the Welles Remy Crowther Foundation.  The Universe at 

large selected this wonderful cause as the first recipient of the Gotham giving effort.  I learned about Welles’ 

story from his father, like many of us did.

The Red Bandana became a symbol of courage from that moment forward rather than a trinket from my 

late 60s - early 70s dress that was either wrapped around my head or wrapped around my thigh.   

Every family has their symbols that relay spiritual connectedness. The bandana was and remains a Crowther 

family tradition. The red bandana became a national symbol. More importantly the Welles Remy Crowther 

Foundation brought to life a standard of integrity and commitment. It brought forward a legacy long after a 

precious life’s light was extinquished and a measure of one man’s actions resulting in many lives saved with 

new generations that rise from it.  The magnitude of it burned in my soul when his name sake charity was 

called that first Christmas we started the tradition.   

I wear a red bandana every year on 9/11 since then so that people will ask why and the story will go on. I 

encourage all Gothamites to wear a Red bandana on 9/11. It speaks to New Yorkers. It speaks to a nation. It 

lives in the 9/11 memorial.  

It will raise additional funds for the charity in small but meaningful ways that will allow it to continue the 

work of what evolved from Welles, from his family, from 9/11 and from a nation. 
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GOTHAM’S HALL OF FAME
NETWORKERS OF THE YEAR

Since 2004, Gotham City Networking has selected Networkers of the Year.  Two winners are announced at 

the annual Holiday Cocktail Party.  Each winner receives a Gotham watch and is permanently enshrined in 

the Gotham Hall of Fame.  The title of Networker of the Year can be won only once. 

2004 Networkers of the Year
Jeffrey Kamberg

Linda R. (Queenie) Newman

2005 Networkers of the Year
Michael Zeldes

Robert J Formica
2006 Networkers of the Year

Connie Cohrt
Kelly Welles

2007 Networkers of the Year
Judy Mines

Judie Moceri
2008 Networkers of the Year

Scott Klein
Lisa Waterman

2009 Networkers of the Year
Jack Halpern
Marc Halpert

2010 Networkers of the Year
Judy Heft 

Ester Horowitz
2011 Networkers of the Year

Corey Bearak 
Josh Zinder

2012 Networkers of the Year
After the horrific events of 9/11, Gotham’s own Jefferson Crowther instituted a Red Bandana award 
in memory of his heroic son Welles Remy Crowther, “The Man in the Red Bandana,” and Gotham’s 

presentation of Networker of the Year awards now included a “Red Bandana” recipient

Erin Ardleigh 
Steve Kirschner 

Cheri Elferis – First recipient of the Red Bandana award
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GOTHAM’S HALL OF FAME
Congratulations

Congratulations to all of our Hall of Fame award 
winners and to the recipients of the Red Bandana 

award who exemplify the selflessness of Welles Remy 
Crowther, “the Man in the Red Bandana”!

2013 Networkers of the Year
Lucas Meyer
Norm Spizz

Paul Napolitano – Red Bandana award recipient

2014 Networkers of the Year
Liz Saldana

Lawrence Sprung
Cindy Somma – Red Bandana award recipient

2015 Networkers of the Year
Sarah Annese 

Raj Goel 
Philip J Smallman – Red Bandana award recipient

2016 Networkers of the Year
Tom Gallin

Barry Monies 
Ken Granieri – Red Bandana award recipient
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IN MEMORIAM
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Dorothy Allen

Philip Courtney 

Bob Formica

Howard Goldfluss

John Hess

Chris Lamal

Mike Marino

Eric Miller

Warren Perkins

Howard Segal

Bill Waldorf

Always a Part of Our Tribe

“Forever Gotham!”
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WE ARE GOTHAM
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THE GOTHAM DIFFERENCE

We think that what sets Gotham apart from other networking groups is that in addi-
tion to focusing on helping our members develop great referrals, we strive to create 
personal relationships with each other that drive success in business as well as in other 
aspects of our lives. 

Our network is distinguished by a mantra repeated at every opportunity which re-
inforces the importance of giving to others.  Our members are always encouraged to 
think about each other and ways they can help.  From making a great business connec-
tion, to finding jobs in distant countries, to furnishing an apartment for a needy family 
close to home, Gothamites have risen to the challenge and give incessantly to help 
fellow networkers meet their needs both professional and otherwise.   The connections 
we hear about from members are very powerful.

With a large membership spread across multiple chapters from NYC to Florida, Long 
Island, Westchester, Connecticut, New Jersey and Philadelphia, Gotham members can 
“ride the circuit” of chapters and attend meetings of different groups and meet mem-
bers from multiple chapters.  

Working in NYC and need a business referral in another city, post an email to our list 
serv, “Fredslist,” and our membership is available to help with the push of the “send” 
button! 

With our broad-based membership, we hope that the network gives our members a 
place to make the “right” connections.  Time and time again, our members find that by 
reaching out to others we help ourselves as well.

WE ARE GOTHAM
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After a career in government, Gotham provided a collaborative learning base to develop my messaging 

as a new solo practitioner.  This included fine-tuning my elevator speech.  I developed trusted advisory 

relationships that helped develop my practice.  Folks came to know and trust me as a professional they can 

call on for advice where I enjoy expertise.  And lastly, the opportunity to do business with members who 

engaged my service, work alongside members who sought my professional efforts on their projects, or get 

recommended by members of our tribe to serve others.

- Corey Bearak, Esq. Government & Public Affairs Counsel

An extended family that can help, motivate, steer, recommend, teach, rely, nurture, provide, love, support, 

listen, share, compete, find, answer, and most of all, be there when needed.

- Dan Schwartz

Gotham is more than a networking group.  Gotham is a part of WHO I am, and WHAT I have become.  

I have discovered amazing vacations thru Gotham; 6 of my 8 mentors in life are from Gotham; Gotham 

was instrumental in getting my older daughter into District 75 schools; David Stein opened many, many 

doors for me; Everything I know about networking, I learned from Steve Lichtenstein.  Riding the circuit is 

Gotham’s secret weapon – and being part of the Circuit Riders Posse in 2012 with Erin Ardleigh, Liz Saldana 

& David Henry was a life changing experience.  And I would be remiss if I didn’t thank CHERI ELFERIS for 

transforming travel for me, my family & our business.  Gotham is more than a networking group – Gotham 

is at the heart of *everything* that we do.

- Raj Goel

Gotham is an example of how the World could work if we were wise and decent enough to let it.

- Ned Einstein

Great People, Great Connections and Even Better Friends!

- Annamarie Bondi-Stoddard

WHAT GOTHAM  
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Gotham is, for me, more than social and business networking; it also means access:  Access to people and 

opportunities that I never would have had other than through my long-time membership in Gotham.  It 

doesn’t necessarily start on Day One.  Instead, it grows along with your relationship with Gotham and its 

other members.  And suddenly you realize that there’s a whole new world (or several) to which you’ve been 

exposed.  And that makes life all the richer.  

- David Abeshouse, Business Dispute Resolution Lawyer, Mediator, Arbitrator (Gotham L.I.)

Giving.  Connections.  Fun. Inspiring.  Relationships.  Meetings.  Greetings.  Support.  Networking. 

Helping. GOTHAM.

- Vincent J. Russo

Valued clients, adopted “family,” savvy colleagues, rolled into a phenom I’m proud to invest in for 10 years.

- Marc W. Halpert

“Gotham is a wonderfully unique and dynamic networking organization where professionals share leads, 

develop and generate business; and forge lasting friendships and business relationships.”

- Debra Miron

To be part of Gotham means to be “well-held”:  supported by others and giving support to others.

- Maurice Frumkin

Gotham has not only helped me grow my business, but build my character.  I owe a significant amount of 

both of my personal and professional success to the Gotham organization and it’s members. 

- Daniel Hochler

  MEANS TO ME
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We think that what sets Gotham apart from other 

networking groups is that in addition to focusing on 

helping our members develop great referrals, we strive 

to create personal relationships with each other that 

drive success in business as well as in other aspects of 

our lives. 

Our network is distinguished by a mantra repeated at 

every opportunity which reinforces the importance of 

giving to others.  Our members are always encouraged 

to think about each other and ways they can help.  

From making a great business connection, to finding 

jobs in distant countries, to furnishing an apartment 

for a needy family close to home, Gothamites have 

risen to the challenge and give incessantly to help 

fellow networkers meet their needs both professional 

and otherwise.   The connections we hear about from 

members are very powerful.

THE GOTHAM DIFFERENCE

With a large membership spread across multiple 

chapters from NYC to Florida, Long Island, Westchester, 

Connecticut, New Jersey and Philadelphia, Gotham 

members can “ride the circuit” of chapters and attend 

meetings of different groups and meet members from 

multiple chapters.  

Working in NYC and need a business referral in another 

city, post an email to our list serv, “Fredslist,” and our 

membership is available to help with the push of the 

“send” button! 

With our broad-based membership, we hope that the 

network gives our members a place to make the “right” 

connections.  Time and time again, our members find 

that by reaching out to others we help ourselves as well.
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TRAVELIN’ WILBURYS

Gotham creates interesting opportunities to forge deep relationship beyond the usual group sessions.   

One that roped me in and involves special bonds similar to the (in)famous Albany compact – “what’s goes 

on in the car, stays in the car,” Fred Klein coined the Travelin’  Wilburys after the supergroup that included 

Dylan, the late George Harrison, Jeff Lynne, the late Roy Orbison and Tom Petty; Fred holds Orbison in great 

esteem; deserved of course!  

Gotham’s troupe includes Fred, the undersigned, the Wheelman aka Gotham Webmaster Mitch Tobol and 

Cindy Somma.  Our travels include forays to the hinterlands of Connecticut, the Zinderland in Princeton, 

Philadelphia, Westchester, and Long Island’s eastern end.  In many cases, we enjoyed repeat visits.  We hope 

to make more as Gotham moves into its third decade.

While in car exchanges – oops cannot discuss – remains an important feature for the four long range 

circuit riders, the real purpose involves expressing support for Gotham groups less proximate to our NYC/

LI base.  We help demonstrate the power of our tribe to our outliers.  Wheelman often delivers outstanding 

presentations on our website.  While no openings exist in the Wilburys, we certainly encourage members of 

our tribe to follow our lead and visit our farther reaches creating their own band or as a solo artist.

- Corey Bearak

MENTORING
For those Gotham members who may be unaware, and for those who have already forged successful 

partnerships, this is a shout out for the wonderful mentoring program available to all Gotham members.

We match 2 people who have requested to participate and invite them to schedule a meeting at their 

convenience in the hope that each will benefit from the experience, insights and wisdom of the other. We 

have found that great things happen when people of different professions and backgrounds come together 

to benefit each other. 

If you are interested in participating in the program send an email to:

Flo Feinberg:  flodiamond@gmail.com

We will do the rest!
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True from when we started Gotham and as we continued to grow, Gotham has many members who share their time and 
talents both behind the scenes and front and center always with the focus of helping Gotham and its members continue to 
grow and succeed together.

For Gotham, this core group of dedicated members who work to ensure its continued growth and success is Gotham’s Tribal 
Council, Group Chairs and Group Coordinators. 

THE TRIBAL COUNCIL
Our Tribal Council is a small group that is at the center of our organization that focuses on fostering a great networking 
experience for Gotham members.  In addition to Gotham’s Co-Founders, Fred Klein and Nancy Schess, our Tribal Council 
members are: 

  • Debbie Lindner, Boulevard Marketing, Executive Director
   working behind the scenes to keep the
   administrative aspects of Gotham running smoothly 
  
  • Mitch Tobol, CGT Marketing, Webmaster
   keeping Gotham’s communications constant
   and our web site cutting edge 

  • Ben Geizhals, Morritt Hock Hamroff, General Counsel and “voice of reason” 

OUR GROUP CHAIRS AND GROUP COORDINATORS 
In the world of Gotham, there are many talents and we look to benefit from those talents at every opportunity.  Gotham’s 
growth and continued growth could not have occurred, or be sustained, without the hard work and dedication of all of these 
members and their businesses.  Gotham’s Group Chairs and Group Coordinators are the backbone of the organization. 

Sarah Annese                                                               Beer Union        Chair, Young Pros

Michael Appell                                                              Michael N. Appell Associates, Inc.  Chair, Real Estate

Vivian Aronica  The Advance Group  Chair, Long Island Real Estate

Corey Bearak  Government & Public Affairs Counsel  Chair, GOtham Green®,

    Gotham Power Breakfast

Kris Behrman  Bayern Automation, Inc.  Group Coordinator, East

Scott Bloom  Bloom Real Estate Group LLC  Chair, Real Estate

Anthony Celano  Full Security, Inc.  Chair, Bandit

Amparo Connors  Allied Personnel Services, Inc.  Group Coordinator, Towers

Vincent DeRogatis  Steinway Moving & Storage  Group Coordinator, Queen

Brett Deutsch  Deutsch Photography & Gotham Family Photos Group Coordinator, Bandit  
 

GOTHAM’S INNER WORKINGS
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Victoria Drogin  Pear Core Solutions/
    Mercy College School of Business   Chair, NY Women
Robert Esposito  Barter Luxury Marketing, Inc.   Chair, South Florida
Todd Feldman  UBS Financial Services Inc.   Chair, Gotham First
Richard Gaines  The Gaines Law Firm, P.A.   Chair, South Florida
Tom Gallin  John Gallin & Son, Inc.    Chair, Construction
Michael Garibaldi Garibaldi Group     Chair, Long Island, Long Island Legal, NY Legal
Ben Geizhals  Moritt Hock & Hamroff LLP   Chair, Nassau, NY Health & Aging Resource Group
Robert Giamboi  Giamboi Partners    Group Coordinator, Gotham Power Breakfast
Gerry Goldhaber Goldhaber Research Associates, LLC  Chair and Group Coordinator, Expert Witness
Steven Goldstein Grassi & Co.     Chair, Construction
Jason Greenberg The Phoenix Public Adjusters Group, Inc.  Chair, East
Rona Gura  Breiter & Gura LLP    Chair, Nassau
Marc Halpert  Your Best Interest LLC, e-giving and
    Connect2Collaborate    Chair and Group Coordinator, New Haven
Phyllis Harbinger Design Concepts/Interiors, LLC   Group Coordinator, Westchester
Andrea Hauptman Allied Wealth Partners    Group Coordinator, NY Women
Judy Heft  Judith Heft & Associates, LLC   Group Coordinator, CT Dinner
Peter Heller  Peter J. Heller Consulting    Chair, Make a Difference
Daniel Hochler  Forest Hills Financial Group   Group Coordinator, Business Breakfast, Young Pros
Marty Klein  Kamerman, Uncyk, Soniker & Klein P.C.  Chair, Dinner
Douglas Kniffin  The Viking Agency, Inc.    Chair, East
Alan Kreit  Wells Fargo Home Mortgage   Group Chair, Email/      
          Group Coodinator, Real Estate
Jeffrey Lewis  All Star Reporters, Inc.    Chair, Westchester, Professional Resources
Steven Lichtenstein Forest Hills Financial Group / The Guardian Chair, Towers
Steve Maggi  SMA Law Firm     Chair and Group Coordinator, Downtown
Carly Meyer  TD Wealth Management    Chair, Philadelphia
Danny Mizrahi  Contango IT     Chair, Business Breakfast
Judie Moceri  Promotional Solutions Int’l   Group Coordinator, Professional Resources
Barry Monies  Computronix     Chair, CT Dinner
Fred Morante  Minuteman Press of Bellerose   Chair, Queens
Sherry Rivera  NVIRRON     Group Coordinator, Gotham Green®, Construction
Liz Saldana  The Juice Plus+ Company   Chair and Group Coordinator, Gotham First
Diana Santariello Network Solutions and Technology  Chair and Group Coordinator, Suffolk
Laurel Scarr-Konel Attorney at Law     Chair and Group Coordinator, LI Real Estate
Gideon Schein  Eddy & Schein In-Home Administrators 
    for Seniors     Group Coordinator, NY Health Resource Group
Marianna Schenk Bala Law Group, LLC    Group Coordinator, Princeton, Philadelphia
David Schiffer  DLS Design     Chair, Professional Resources
William Skody  Skody Scot & Company CPA PC   Chair, Make a Difference
Lawrence Sprung Mitlin Financial, Inc.    Chair, Suffolk
David Stein  Keller Williams Realty Gold Coast   Chair, Queens
Kenneth Stuart  Becker, Glynn, Muffly, Chassin & Hosinski LLP Chair, Dinner
Mitch Tublin  Mitch Tublin     Chair and Group Coordinator, Executive/ Lefty
Jose Villa  Capital One Bank    Chair, Downtown
Lisa Waterman  Garibaldi Group     Chair LI Women/ Group Coordinator, Long Island,   
         LI Women, LI Legal, NY Legal
Kelly Welles  Welles Financial Services    Chair, NY Health & Aging Resource Group
Michael Zeldes  Hub International Northeast   Chair, Westchester, Executive
Susan Zinder  Law Office of Susan F. Zinder   Group Coordinator, Make a Difference
Josh Zinder  Joshua Zinder Architecture + Design  Chair, Gotham Green®, Princeton
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OUR GOTHAM GROUPS
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BANDIT

I was asked to write a few words about The Bandit Group.  

Bandit was started about 18 or 19 years ago by Fred Klein, 

Nancy Schess and myself.  So long ago that even Fred has 

a confused version as to how the name Bandit came about, 

but that is another story.  As a rule, I try to pretty much 

remain under the radar.  Picking up on this at the onset, 

Fred assured me when we started Bandit that all I had to 

do was help fill the room and just breathe….advice I still 

adhere to.

    

Taking people to a networking lunch at the Friar’s Club is a 

small price for members to pay considering their return on 

investment.  As for me, the very profile of my company has 

been elevated through my Bandit and Gotham associations. 

Have we not all reaped this benefit in some fashion?    Those 

of us in Bandit,  we members of the Gotham Foundation 

and Gotham Members in general all share in honor of 

having access to the Friar’s Club, a conduit that contributes 

to supplementing our professional efforts.  Personally 

speaking, I’ve acquired many friendships through Bandit 

and Gotham.  Fred’s mantra of  “what goes around comes 

around.” and  “it is better to give than receive” speaks 

volumes.  This should not be considered idle chatter.  

Ask anyone who had a hard time paying their dues, had 

difficulty sustaining their business or ran into a problem 

financially or otherwise.  Speaking for myself, I feel that I 

have an obligation to remember where I came from and 

who it was that took me along for the ride.  

Loyalty?  Perhaps.  I prefer the word gratitude.  I will never 

forget the opportunity afforded to me by Fred, Nancy, 

Bandit and Gotham.   Thanks to Gotham we in Bandit have 

grown businesses, fostered strategic relationships and met 

some genuinely nice people.   

Organizationally we are always looking ahead.  Our future 

collective success may be best served by continuing to 

focus on the worthy….Fred Klein and Nancy Schess.  They 

deserve our support, recognition, respect and gratitude for 

granting us all access to the family known as Gotham, an 

entity that prides itself on helping people and bolstering 

businesses through empathy, fair play and doing the right 

thing.  It is our duty is to support their efforts one hundred 

percent. Without them….would we be this far along?  Much 

success in the next 20 years!   

 - Tony Celano, Bandit/Gotham Foundation

Fred added:

Here’s the skinny on the name Bandit.   Way back then we 

had 2 network groups (Network I and Network II) and truth 

be told our dearly departed Networker of the (first) Decade 

Bob Formica was in both groups and although we loved him 

we wanted to meet a new banker in our next group, but we 

couldn’t bring ourselves to confess to Bob.  So the new group 

met secretly for a year, like “Bandits in the night”!   Ergo or 

presto the name.  
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BUSINESS BREAKFAST

Gotham Business Breakfast is a non-compete networking group of business owners and decisions makers 

who are best of breed in their respective businesses.  We aim to be the most prestigious group in the 

already amazing networking organization; Gotham Networking.  By joining or attending these meetings, 

you’ll be able to meet experts who are dedicated to helping each other grow their businesses via referrals  

and introductions.

 

Our meetings are held at Gente Restaurant, which is located conveniently down the block from Grand 

Central (153 E 45th St).  They are from 8am-9:30am approximately once per month (10-11 times per year). 

For more information, contact our Group Coordinator, 

Daniel Hochler at daniel_hochler@fhfg.com
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“Knowledge Is Good” – Emil Faber  
“Knowledge Is Power” – Sir Francis Bacon

Knowledge is the foundation of the Construction Group.  

Six years ago this unique and specific group was formed 

as a venue to discuss the ever changing landscape of the 

construction landscape in our beloved city.  The construction 

industry has been a major segment in New York City’s 

expanding economic development.  Think about it – there 

is not one business in the city that has not been affected 

by a worker who created the space in which that business 

operates.   This level of involvement has created a work and 

regulatory environment that is unique.  As many have said, 

the process of building in New York is unlike any other in 

America.  This is why this group has dedicated itself to the 

exchange of information and knowledge.

Our group is a non-compete group because exclusion only 

limits the flow of ideas and perspectives.  Our members 

cover every aspect of the industry, from the real estate 

lawyer who writes up the contracts to subcontractor who 

builds the space.  We have leaders in the finance area, 

insurance and accounting areas.  Our meetings usually start 

with the customary elevator speech, but then quickly flow 

into a deep conversation on a preselected topic or a current 

event that requires further understanding.  Our speakers 

have included leaders in trade organizations, site safety, 

politics, and accounting.  Our members have been able to 

use what they have learned in the meeting and apply it to 

current issues they are experiencing. 

Since this group is focused on the sharing of information, 

there is not a tremendous amount of “networking”.  However, 

it is one group that embodies Gotham’s mantra of “It’s better 

to give than receive”.   Many of our members reach out to 

each other for advice and guidance concerning specific 

issues and have always received valuable information  

pro bono.  

So what can a “circuit rider” expect from a visit to our 

group?  They do not have anything to do with construction 

and never really want to. In addition to meeting a wonderful 

group of people who have connections in every industry in 

the City, there are many topics that can apply to everyday 

life.  Personnel problems?  Construction has the toughest 

problem out there – union vs. non-union.  Job sites now 

“allow” the two to work together on the same job which 

can lead to some touchy situations.  Regulatory issues?  The 

NYC Construction industry had to create a new segment, 

Expeditors, just to navigate all of the City, State, and Federal 

paperwork.  Finance issues?  Obtaining financing for a 

project can take you to any corner of the world and back.  

The accounting of it all has so many specific regulations and 

compliance issues that only a narrow few really know how 

to handle it.  Want to be on the cutting edge?  The creating 

of unique and environmentally friendly space has pushed 

architects, engineers and contractors to constantly create 

new material and technology.  So there is something for 

everyone!

As long as New York City keeps evolving there will always be 

a new idea or issue to discuss with the best in the industry.  

The best venue for this discussion is the Construction 

Group. 

THE CONSTRUCTION GROUP
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CT AFTER HOURS 
DINNER GROUP 

Gotham CT After Hours Dinner Group is alive and kicking. It is the brainchild of Barry Monies and Judy 

Heft (both have been named “Gotham Networker of the year”). Barry brought Gotham Networking to 

Fairfield County from Westchester, NY almost 10 years ago and thus began the Gotham pilgrimage to CT. 

Throughout the years, Barry was the Chair and at times the GC of the Fairfield Breakfast Group until he 

brought in Judy. Together, Barry and Judy ran the Fairfield Breakfast Group for about 8 years and during 

that time it grew exponentially.  

In January of 2016, Barry and Judy decided to try something different and started the CT Dinner Group 

and that’s how this new group began. The first meeting had 30 guests!! Wow!  Most of the guests joined and 

so did many others Gothamites and the group has been having fun ever since. CT Dinner is an open group 

which means there isn’t a cap on how many of each industry can join. The format is fun, networking and 

getting to know each other. The meeting starts at 6 and often times members get there early for Happy Hour 

at the Bar. Then at 6 there is a cocktail hour and lots of schmoozing. At 7:15 members and guests sit down 

and dinner is served. Announcements are made and the meeting begins. It’s a dynamic group and there is 

usually lots of laughter.  Barry poses a question that is varied and unusual and gets the group thinking. It’s 

not your usual go around the room and give your 60 second commercial. Every week it’s a different question 

and members get to know more about each other that way. Dessert is served and the discussion continues. 

We talk about the state of the economy in regard to how it is affecting each of our individual industries. 

Some people linger at the bar for more socializing.  Then the lingering can go on till 11. All in all it is a great 

meeting and lots of business is closed.

Best Regards,  Judy 
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GOTHAM  
DINNER GROUP

The Gotham Dinner Group is the successor to the Gotham Asian Group, formed in 2001 by the current  

Co-Chair, Ken Stuart.  Ken joined Gotham in 1997 and was originally a member of the Barry Weiner/

Commerce Group.  Ken was in-house counsel at ORIX USA Corporation, a Japanese-owned company 

that had various business interests in Asia, and he thought it could be helpful to others who had business 

interests in the Asian and Pacific Basin to network with each other.  The Asian Group was the first Gotham 

Group that conducted a dinner networking meeting.  As time progressed, the Asian Group morphed 

into the Dinner Group when Marty Klein became a Co-Chair with Ken, and Erin Ardleigh became the 

Group Coordinator.  Marty joined Gotham in 1999 when he became the Group Coordinator of the Barry 

Weiner Group.  After attending several Asian Group dinner meetings, Marty decided that he enjoyed the 

Asian Group, even though he did not do business with Asian companies because the Asian Group offered 

networking opportunities after business hours over dinner and drinks.  

Erin, one of Gotham’s Networker of the Year recipients, spearheaded the dramatic popularity of the Dinner 

Group when she assumed her role as the Group Coordinator.  Erin created the “Gotham Bible,” a handout of 

those in attendance that contains each person’s contact information and a brief summary of “who they are 

and what they do.”  Before each meeting, each attendee provides the information that is incorporated into 

this form.  This is a great takeaway that each attendee can use in their follow up networking.  

The Dinner Group is an open group.  The non-compete rules to not apply and consequently, we always have 

a diverse group of “circuit riders” and guests.  The format of the Dinner Group is one of its unique benefits.  

Before the formal part of our meeting, attendees mingle over cocktails for approximately one-half hour.  

Then we “manga!”  While enjoying dinner, we go around the table, and each attendee introduces themselves 

and gives their elevator speech.  After dinner, the desert is served family style, and attendees are encouraged 

to leave the table and meet those individuals who they want to follow up with based on the introductions 

they heard.  Although the formal program ends by 8, many attendees linger way beyond either to catch up 

with Gotham friends or to start forming important Gotham networking connections.

We pride ourselves in welcoming everyone who wishes to attend.
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GOTHAM EAST

This is a great forum to introduce the updated Gotham East group.  We’ve relocated from Southampton to 

Commack to be more conducive for circuit riders and guests to be able to participate and enrich our group 

and meetings.  Never fear, we will continue to sponsor and promote our signature event, The Gotham East 

Clam Bake.  If you have not attended yet, 2017 is the time to make it happen.  It’s a great event which draws 

from the Gotham values of building relationships through both business and personal activities.  It’s always 

a fun event with lots of great food and business connections to be made.

About us…  We are a non-compete group that hosts monthly lunch meetings at Ciao Baby in Commack.  

We welcome all circuit riders and encourage our members to bring guests.  We have an outstanding core of 

members who genuinely understand the benefits of giving and supporting each other.

Gotham East is proud to say we are a Gotham group which means that we are part of an organization that 

has served both the business community and our greater civic community faithfully for 20 years now.  

THE EXECUTIVE GROUP

A select group of Gotham members

“Where meaningful business relationships are made.”

One of the gems of Gotham Networking is The Executive Group. 

We meet on a Wednesday evening at 5:30 pm in an Executive Conference room nearby to Bryant Park in 

NYC where food, beverages, and wine await all attendees. There is networking, and often guest speakers are 

invited to speak on a variety of topics. A part of each meeting is a mini-think tank where a member may 

bring up a challenge or a specific topic, and the wealth of experience in the room will offer their solutions, 

ideas, and contacts as necessary.
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EXPERT WITNESS GROUP

Gotham’s Expert Witness Group is an extremely valuable group of experts from a variety of professions, 

including microwave ovens, transportation, financial services and products, meteorology, real estate, 

maritime services, career/employment counseling and human resources, government services, warnings 

and safety communications as well as many others.  We meet monthly ten times/year in one of NYC’s best 

Midtown Restaurants, Restaurant Patrick in the Club Quarters Midtown (40 West 45th Street between 5th 

and 6th Ave.), to discuss topics of importance to expert witnesses who appear in trial or consult for litigators 

and other attorneys.  

We often bring in speakers who can assist our group with issues we confront or new trends in the field;  guests 

have included senior judges from Federal and State Courts, major litigators, and expert witness service 

providers.  Our group regularly refers business to our fellow experts from other attorneys seeking expert 

advice as well as other business contacts, and we regularly exchange business practices, tips and even each 

other’s litigation war stories, including such topics as the ideal letter of engagement; setting appropriate 

fee structures; collecting fees from attorneys; the ideal expert report; preparation for a deposition or trial 

testimony; attributes to look for in client attorneys;  how the judiciary views experts, etc.  Attorneys 

in and outside Gotham, other experts outside Gotham and any other 

professionals are always welcome to join or visit our group.  Attorneys 

may find our group especially valuable to visit just to interact 

with potential experts for their use in litigation.

- Dr. Gerald Goldhaber
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GOTHAM FIRST

Gotham First is Gotham’s first formed, longest running group.  As Gotham celebrates 20 years, so does 

Gotham First.

Originally named Network 1, the group was made up of the original members of Gotham.  Some of those 

members are still in the group today.  Some time back, the group was renamed the Formica Group for long 

time member, Co-Chair and Networker of Gotham’s First Decade, Bob Formica.  In 2014, the group was 

renamed Gotham First to recognize our central place in Gotham’s history.

Also in 2014, we moved from a non-compete to an open group accepting guests, circuit riders and members 

who might be thought of as ‘competitors’ to Gotham First members.  We recognize not every professional 

is right for every client; and business is often referred to and from members who perform essentially the 

same service.  

Our meetings are a first step in getting to know those around the table.  We do not pass business cards; it 

is important to listen as each person speaks.  A handout is provided with everyone’s information; however, 

getting the business card of some one you specifically want to contact is encouraged.  We provide time 

before, and some times after, the meeting for this purpose.  One-on-Ones between group meetings is key 

to getting to know some one better.  People do business with those they know, like and trust; and it takes 

more than just a quick introduction at a regularly scheduled meeting to know what some one does and 

whether you like and trust them enough to do business with them.  Our members are also encouraged to 

take advantage of all the networking opportunities Gotham offers.

Though the name has changed a few times over the years, our charter has not.  We remain a group of 

experienced business professionals from all industries and professions who believe in Gotham’s mantra, “It’s 

better to give than received; but was goes around comes around!” ™ 
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GOtham GREEN®

Ten Years ago Joshua Zinder joined Gotham Networking. This now former Networker of the Year (“NotY”) 

spent considerable time deciding which Gotham group to join. At the time Gail Koelln, founding chair of 

the then brand new GOtham Green® Group demonstrated the power of the environment and sustainable 

networking.  Josh shared Gail’s ideals and believed strongly in the importance of sustainability and 

protecting the environment while growing business.  Those the principles helped Josh make the decision 

to join GOtham GREEN®.

Within the very first few Green meetings, Gotham founder Fred Klein coined the phrase: This is the “change 

the world” group.

Paired with the idea, sustainability and green mean more that caring about and protecting our environment 

but also financial sustainability; this makes GOtham GREEN® an ideal fusion of Gotham’s philosophy: 

“better to give than receive” – be green by walking green.

In the years to follow Gotham established the GOtham Green Awards® to highlight business and non-

profit organizations and individuals who promote sustainability, do business following green principles and 

support sustainability in the workplace and society.  Through each award, Gotham and  GOtham GREEN® 

grant access to all Gotham offers as a networking group. For the last four years, Josh and Corey Bearak 

served as GOtham GREEN® co-chairs of the Group.

Fred Klein first asked Corey still not that long into Gotham and co NotY with Josh – to serve on the awards 

committee and later to join Josh as chair.  With a prior role enacting environmental initiatives in NYC 

government, Corey eagerly agreed.

Corey worked closely with Gotham’s co-Founder and Gotham IP attorneys to protect the integrity of the 

group’s name. It resulted in trademark protection – the only group in Gotham with that status – for GOtham 

GREEN® (note the “®” after “GREEN”) and the Gotham Green Awards®.

This year, winning the Green award was a great honor for Josh and his business (Josh designed a union hall 

for one of Corey’s most important clients and we look forward to occupying it a few months after this gala.). 

For information about GOtham GREEN®, please contact Group Coordinator extraordinaire, Sherry Rivera, 

at: sherryrivera1@gmail.com.
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GOTHAM LONG ISLAND

In 2002, Gotham branched out regionally for the first time. Together with an accounting firm based in 

Garden City, the Long Island group was launched as the first non-Manhattan group for Long Island members.

 

A vibrant group of business people from all walks of life, Gotham LI is non-compete and based upon the 

same concepts as Gotham’s other general networking groups. It includes experienced business professionals 

from many industries and professions, and meets for breakfast, rather than lunch.  While we are a non-

compete group, Gotham LI welcomes guests as we love to create synergies among our members and guests.  

We do try to be inclusive and will carve out a niche to make a welcome home for a new member.

Member spotlights are encouraged at our meetings, as is the open discussion of potential issues that may 

impact the business community at large.  What affects one member, may ultimately impact all our members 

so we try to help brainstorm solutions that have the power to improve business as well as professional 

development.

Kudos to Fred C. Klein, Esq. and Nancy B. Schess, Esq. for having the vision to create such a wonderful 

networking vehicle as Gotham City Networking.  From all of us at Gotham LI, congratulations on your 20th 

Anniversary, and wishing you many more years of successful innovations.
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LIRE is one of Gotham’s newer groups – we will be celebrating 

our 2nd anniversary in May 2017!

We are an open group that invites all trusted professionals 

who serve both residential and commercial real estate needs.  

Our group  presently consists of commercial real estate 

brokers, mortgage bankers and brokers, real estate attorneys, moving companies and building maintenance 

suppliers to name a few. There is much opportunity for growth, and we welcome you to join us.

Our breakfast meetings begin with networking, schmoozing and exchanging of business cards.   We then 

move to the table where we discuss the group and Gotham, including events and important milestones.   

We continue around the table with introductions so we all have a chance to get to know each other and our 

businesses as well as to get an understanding of how we can help each other.  We continue by showcasing 

a member who speaks on a topic relating to their business or by discussing a general topic important to  

the group.

Of course, we always linger past meeting end time as there is so much connection and camaraderie between 

our members, guests, and circuit riders. You could say we are one big happy family!  

We hope you will visit and connect with us – real estate certainly touches everyone’s lives in some way, and 

we have the forum to discuss issues and make wonderful connections.

LONG ISLAND REAL ESTATE
(LIRE)
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LONG ISLAND WOMEN

Recognizing the emergence of women in all aspects of late 20th Century life, the Women’s Group of Gotham 

was formed in September 1998 for the purpose of bringing together service-oriented professional women 

in complementary fields. Gotham LI Women is the second group within the Women’s Division and was 

formed in 2004. The goal of Gotham LI Women is to provide a forum for women to support other women in 

their business pursuits and to share contacts, ideas and resources. Members of LI Women have formed very 

strong bonds and have come together to support each other’s professional and personal endeavors. 

This non-compete group of professionals meets for breakfast on Long Island.  We encourage guests and 

visits from other Gothamites on a circuit-ride.  And what’s great is that you don’t even have to be a woman 

to visit…as long as you don’t mind the ritual sacrifice!  All kidding aside, this fantastic group of women 

welcomes everyone who enjoys a lively discussion about a host of issues pertinent to women, society and the 

business community at large. 

Gotham LI Women is so pleased to be a part of the greater Gotham Community.  Congratulations Gotham 

on your 20th Anniversary.  May success and prosperity always be part of this flourishing organization! 
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GOTHAM NEW YORK HEALTH 
AND LONGEVITY

WITH GOTHAM ADVOCATES 

WHERE GOTHAM TURNS FOR LIFE’S MOST CHALLENGING 
MOMENTS IN HEALTH CARE”

Gotham New York Health and Longevity with Gotham Advocates provide Gothamites, their  families and friends, 

access to exceptional professional expertise and services capable of  responding to some of life’s most challenging 

moments in health care and longevity. Our highly credentialed team of experts is focused and resourceful and 

includes two attorneys, a noted MD psychiatrist and psychoanalyst, a home care executive, and two personal 

financial professionals who draw on over sixty years of experience with Medicare, Insurance, Banking, Investments 

and Financial Solvency.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:

Health care questions relating to ACA (Obamacare)? 

Ask healthcare attorney Ben Geizhals.

Need referrals to a medical specialist or a hospital? 

Post on Fredslist and Gotham Advocates will respond with recommendations.

Experiencing memory problems? Or know a senior with Parkinson’s, M.S., early state dementia or Alzheimers? 

Richard Carlton, M.D. Psychiatrist, can reverse and mitigate symptoms in many instances using natural solutions.

Know a senior or high net worth individual; in another state or locally who needs help organizing their 

finances, or coordinating their personal, legal or health insurance affairs?

Look no further than Gideon Schein of Eddy and Schein In-Home-Administrators
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Have a question about Lifetime guaranteed income & retirement programs with Life Insurance, Annuities, 

Disability and Long Term Care Insurance? 

Kelly Welles, Welles Financial Services helps you sleep at night with strategies that safeguard your family’s lifetime 

financial security.

Reduce stress with Patty Bayer Troup, 

a Wall Street veteran turned Jin Shin Jytsu expert, a 5000 year old healing modality also known as ‘acupuncture 

without the needles”.

Psychoanalyst Janet Sullivan 

helps clients cope more effectively with life circumstances and Challenging relationships. Janet is also New York 

State’s only certified music therapist.

Need a will? A power of attorney? A guardianship? Trust? Reverse Mortgage? 

Have estate planning questions? Please contact Elder Law Attorney Kim Trigoboff.

Seeking home care, escort or companion services for the elderly or children? 

For expert guidance contact Mickey Hoelscher, Executive Director of Synergy Home Care.
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LONG ISLAND LEGAL

Networking has always been key to building professional relationships.  Recognizing the need for a forum 

on Long Island where attorneys can discuss relevant issues, network and support each other in professional 

endeavors, the Long Island Legal Networking Group was created in 2005. A non-compete group, Long Island 

Legal is comprised of practicing attorneys from small to mid-sized law firms, and includes sole practitioners 

as well. Each member of Gotham LI Legal represents their individual practice niche, and assists other 

members in marketing their practice and extends referrals whenever possible. 

Since face time is an integral part of getting to know each other, we set aside networking time at the beginning 

of each meeting, and encourage each member to make a “housecall” with at least one member before the 

next meeting.  To take advantage of the great legal minds around the table, after our general networking 

time, our meetings consist of a lively discussion on the many issues concerning law firms today.  Topics 

for discussion are suggested prior, and members are always comfortable seeking impromptu insight from 

other members.  Member spotlights are also encouraged so that the group can better understand what each 

member does and how they can assist them in their practice as well as make referrals.

All aspects of the legal profession are represented in LI Legal, and we try to be inclusive and create synergies 

among members and guests.  While we are a non-compete lawyer-only group, guests are welcome to join 

us…even if they aren’t lawyers. 

All of us at LI Legal are proud to be members of Gotham City Networking and salute you on this milestone 

20th Anniversary.  May your endeavors always enjoy success and prosperity.
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NEW YORK LEGAL

As in many professional practices, networking can be a critical component for attorneys to consider when 

building and running a practice. We recognized the need for a forum where attorneys can discuss relevant 

issues, network and support each other in their professional endeavors, and created the New York Legal 

Networking Group in 2001.

 

A crowded legal marketplace means that lawyers must build their networks, and seek creative ways to stand 

out – one of which is building their own niche. All aspects of the legal profession are represented in NY 

Legal, which is comprised of attorneys from small to mid-sized firms, as well as some sole practitioners. 

Each member of NY Legal represents his or her own individual practice niche, and assists other members in 

marketing their individual practices, extending referrals whenever possible.  An attorney-only non-compete 

group, NY Legal welcome guests and circuit-riders from other groups.

 

Our lunchtime meetings at the storied Friar’s Club consist of valuable face-to-face networking time, followed 

by a “Think Tank” question that is pertinent to the law, the practice of law, and the running of a law firm.  

Utilizing the power of the many legal minds around the table, our goal is to be a valuable resource for each 

of our members, regardless of the type or size of their practice.  

NY Legal salutes Gotham City Networking on their 20th Anniversary, and rejoice with you on all of your 

achievements.  May your continued stewardship and vision bring many more years of success!
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GOTHAM MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
(“MAD”) GROUP 

Gotham MAD is the group that strives to help our members, 

and Gotham, Make a Difference not only in our businesses, 

but in the world.

Our members do this by serving as resources for non-

profits of all shapes and sizes with a variety of missions. 

We understand that non-profits are businesses and need 

to obtain value added services to continue their activities.  

After all, “no margin, no mission.” To this end we gather 

together around our table Gotham members and guests 

who work for, work with, or are just interested in not-for-

profit organizations.  

Our members provide a full range of services to non-profit 

organizations of all sizes and include, among others, an 

accountant with one of the largest not-for-profit practices 

in the state who provides his tax and accounting services 

to organizations on a sliding scale; business advisors who 

help develop large capital campaigns for their clients, help 

smaller organizations build healthy donor relationships, 

help clients access funds through effective grant writing, 

and provide non-profits with a mobile fundraising 

platform that helps them raise money through mobile text 

messaging; a financial advisor who helps her individual 

clients safeguard their future while providing support to 

organizations they care for; an event planner who obtains 

professional entertainers for great fundraising and other 

events;  a videographer who helps her clients use the 

art of video to send out their messages; an insurance 

professional who understands that non-profits need 

insurance to protect their business and mission; and a 

non-profit attorney who assists non-profits of all sizes 

fulfill their mission while remaining legally compliant. 

As we help our clients with their missions and businesses, 

we not only develop our businesses, but we help our 

clients fulfill their missions to make a difference in their 

communities and beyond.  

We are an open group and welcome all to our table.  This 

enables us to regularly have as many guests as members 

around our table for interesting and dynamic discussions 

and synergies. Our guests have included those who are not 

necessarily involved with not-for-profits and those who 

might be partially and collegially competitive with our 

members. We only ask our guests to coordinate their visits 

with us by contacting our Group Coordinator or one of our 

Co-chairs before joining our table to ensure we minimize 

the presentation of any conflicts and achieve a “Gothamly” 

collegiality around our table.

Gotham Make a Difference was founded within Gotham 

by the late Christopher Lamal who was committed to 

working with the non-profit sector and was a great 

member of Gotham who lived our motto, “It’s better to give 

than receive.”  We miss Chris but honor his memory by 

continuing on with Gotham MAD.

We welcome you to our table, to help make a difference in 

your business and the world.
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NASSAU
From its roots of the Nassau South Shore and Long Island Healthcare groups, Gotham Nassau emerges as an 

intimate roundtable for members from diverse businesses and backgrounds with a gentle leaning to health-

related topics.  

Congratulations on your 20th anniversary!

One Tribe, One Family
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NEW HAVEN 

Running any Gotham group as Group Coordinator is a 

labor of love. It also takes a steady hand of the Group Chair. 

I am fortunate to serve as both for the mighty Gotham New 

Haven, but I fully attribute 10 years’ success to the energy 

of unique, committed Gothamites to make each meeting 

valuable.  

But how can you start an outlying, non-NYC group, make it 

thrive and keep up the buzz for a decade? Well, in short, it’s 

the membership, but specifically the quality of the people 

who sit at our breakfast table, their dedication to their 

business practice and to one another in GNH.

The now 10-year old, northeastern-most Gotham group, 

dubbed Gotham New Haven (GNH), though we meet in 

Trumbull in Fairfield County CT, has been my labor of love, 

as combination GC and Chair, and in the past decade we 

have handled challenges, ebbed and flowed in number and 

I toast our successes. 

Alas, being outside NYC doesn’t mean we get many circuit 

riders (we do get a few, to be fair). But we get an biannual 

visit from the Travelin’ Wilburys (Fred Klein, Mitch Tobol, 

Corey Bearak and Cindy Somma) , who awake at an ungodly 

hour to drive to Connecticut for one of our breakfasts (they 

know how very much appreciated this is!) 

“So if they won’t come to us as much, we have to go to them,” 

I implore at GNH meetings. How do I convince GNHites 

and prospective members to make the trip and invest the 

time to optimize, maximize, enjoy Gotham in the city? 

I certainly would not tell them what to do, as this is not 

appropriate, but I certainly cajole them to do as I do: I 

regularly schedule a day in the city, fulfilled with Gotham: 

besides my client business meetings, I wrap a Gotham 

lunch or coffee meeting with fellow Gothamites and their 

referrals. And I encourage my members to circuit ride with 

me at the Gotham lunch that day and I introduce them to 

the great folks I already know. 

And twice a year we “conduct” a train car on a certain 

MetroNorth train to ride to the city so we can all get to 

know each other ahead of a cocktail or holiday party. Easy 

to organize (hats off to GNH’s irrepressible Tessa Marquis 

who posed the idea years ago!) and fun for all.  We have 

held mastermind meetings on that train ride, met sons 

and daughters of Gothamites, and even picked up a “stray” 

who overheard us reviewing the last Holiday party on the 

trip home, seemed a little interested in networking so we 

lassoed him into trying us out, and (poof) he joined GNH!

So I encourage you to have a look at our members and 

their expertise, solicit their ideas and ask for a quote for 

their services and you will be highly rewarded when you 

look outside your usual geography for another Gothamite 

who can help and benefit your business needs.

Groups in the outer stretches of Gothamdom are full of 

vibrant members too. A few are Networkers of the Year! 

Engage us. 

Come see us in action. The train rolls in both directions! I 

will be there to warmly welcome you.

Marc W. Halpert 

GC and Chair, Gotham New Haven 

Networker of the Year 2009
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NY WOMEN’S GROUP

The NY Women’s group was formed in 1998 and was the third group under the Gotham City Networking 

umbrella. 

Co-chairs, Nancy Schess and Victoria Drogin, met at a Saturday morning class with their (then) young 

children. Running around after two-year-olds during a year, they learned that they were both lawyers, both 

heavily involved in marketing for their firms, both lived in the same town and even coincidentally shared 

Fred in common.   Our Group Coordinator, 

Andrea Hauptman, has been with the group 

twice -- in the early days as an accomplished 

baker for corporate events (she brought treats 

to every meeting that made our collective 

mouths water) and then joined us again as 

her practice turned to financial planning.

Early on, it was clear that business women 

shared not only interests but approaches 

to business and that putting strong, driven 

women around a table would generate great 

synergies.  This observation quickly came to 

fruition. The strong bond around the table 

was evident from the beginning.  From both a business and personal perspective, we saw and continue to 

see that the women who join us were, and are, actively engaged and concerned about helping each other, 

whether in business or personal pursuits.  Conversation around the table often turns to an issue facing 

women in business and the group has had some very lively conversations.  At our meetings, there is always 

a discussion topic.  Whether it is “tell us a development in your business” or “let’s talk about your favorite 

vacation”, we can count on our members to be at the table ready to share their thoughts and experiences and 

more importantly, to help each other.

We don’t want to leave the impression that men are not welcome at our table.  Everyone is welcome to visit 

with us.  In fact, some of our favorite events are joint meetings where we have the opportunity to mingle 

with others in the Gotham family.

This group has been going strong for 19 years, and we have been privileged to meet amazing women along 

the way.  We look forward to continuing to attract strong business women to the NY Women’s group who 

share our Gotham philosophy.
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GOTHAM POWER BREAKFAST

The Gotham Power Breakfast (“GPB”), officially created during the holiday season of 2016, combined the 

power of the now former Staten Island Gotham and the Brooklyn Power Breakfast groups.  Why not wake 

up to a delicious breakfast, meet a group of motivated individuals to inspire you and help refer business to 

you before you begin your business/work day?  Hence, the name “power breakfast” makes sense.  Yours truly, 

Robert Giamboi, serves as Group Coordinator.  This is my first opportunity as a GC, but partnered with 

Corey Bearak as my Group Chair; I don’t think I could be in better hands.

GPB enjoys a distinct advantage with our group bringing businesses together across boroughs.  Staten 

Island, always considered the “forgotten borough,” gets overlooked by off-islanders who miss the economic 

boom taking place in my home borough, particularly down near the ferry terminal.  So much business 

for the picking; it’s our job at GPB to evangelize to our friends and fellow networkers.  Brooklyn, much  

closer to Manhattan, bridges the gap between the boroughs and creates a cohesive, multi-borough-

penetrating group.

GPB features a strong nucleus with ties to ALL five boroughs.   This clearly gives members an advantage.  

It affords us the opportunity to network with professionals who provide real leads to business beyond 

where most operate.  Attorneys with various specialties – economic and public affairs strategists, business 

consultants, real estate, banking – each with years of experience – and expertise – in their respective fields 

and many with years of Gotham experience.  GPB truly offers a recipe for success…and this represents just 

our current nucleus!  

- Robert Giamboi – President, Giamboi Partners  

Business Cost Recovery & Expense Reduction Experts
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PRINCETON
By Joshua Zinder

We’ve all seen the classic New Yorker magazine cover by Saul 

Steinberg that illustrates a “New York City-centric” attitude. Its 

point of view is looking from 9th Avenue, across the Hudson past a 

minimal strip labeled “Jersey.” Beyond, there are a few token U.S. 

place names—and then suddenly, skipping even California--the 

Pacific Ocean and Asia. This was kind of my view of the world, too, 

before I moved to Princeton. Six years later I opened my business 

and joined Gotham; but my world view hadn’t really changed yet. 

As I became active in Gotham, I “drank the Kool-Aid” and 

developed my strong belief in Gotham’s motto and message. I tried to bring friends and business associates 

from Princeton into New York City, but I began to realize that people I knew in Princeton and New Jersey 

were seeing NYC the same way Steinberg’s drawing depicted New Jersey: too far away to make connections 

and build relationships with. So, with permission from Fred and the Tribal Council, I started a branch of 

Gotham in Princeton. 

Over the last eight years, Gotham Princeton has had the honor of hosting many exciting world-class 

speakers. These have included Princeton University professor Jeremy Adelman discussing his book Worldly 

Philosopher: The Odyssey of Albert O. Hirschman; NYC Prima Ballerina Kyra Nichols describing her art; 

and most recently, Russell Feder of the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory talking with the group about 

harnessing the power of the sun here on Earth.

I certainly believe that Gotham Princeton is more appealing than other networking groups in the Princeton 

area, with its diverse membership and dynamic speakers. And, as with Gotham overall, it’s the members of 

Gotham Princeton who make the group special. Dana Molina of SureTech who urges everyone to “push it 

to the cloud.” Joel MacLean helps us navigate the complex insurance world. Our members who are lawyers--

Mia Cahill, Jared Witt, and our General Counsel Marianna Schenk-- find synergies with each other and with 

all the members. Member David TrapanI is showing us all how to improve our presentation and marketing 

strategies. 

Carly Meyer helps guard, protect and grow wealth. Architects such as Cary Spiegel and myself look to build 

the future. And we even have a Gotham member who sells love… well, actually Steve Nierenberg sells flying 

lessons at the Princeton Airport; but those who give the gift of flight are loved forever! 

Gotham Princeton brings together the best of Princeton and the tribal networking, and brings our world 

views just a little closer together as well. 
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GOTHAM SUFFOLK

Gotham Suffolk has been part of the 

Gotham Family for the past 10 years 

plus. This vibrant group has had a strong 

core membership for the better part of 

our existence and pride ourselves on 

living, emulating and spreading the 

Gotham mantra.

We are an extremely social group that 

believes our social inclination has led 

to a large amount of business being 

done within our group.  In addition to 

our normal contingent of networking meeting, we always strive to have 2-4 social events for members and 

guests each year.  Once dubbed “The Fastest Growing Group in Gotham”, Gotham Suffolk has continued to 

strengthen and grow.

At present, we are looking for additional complimentary business people to join our solid core.  I know 

when you hear Gotham Suffolk it invokes the feeling that the meeting will be too far for you to travel, but the 

reality is that we are only 12 minutes past Melville.  Do not let our location fool you, we are closer than you 

think and welcome your presence at one of our meetings or events.

Gotham Suffolk meets on the second Wednesday of the month at The Radisson Hotel on Motor Parkway in 

Hauppauge. Please feel free to contact Diana Santariello or Lawrence Sprung to “Ride the Circuit” or attend 

as a guest.  We look forward to seeing you soon and wish you and Gotham all the best in the year to come.

Yours Truly, 

Gotham Suffolk Co-Chairs

Diana Santariello      Lawrence Sprung

NST        Mitlin Financial

(877) 678-8080 x4816      (631) 952-4466 x11
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THE DOWNTOWN GOTHAM

The Downtown Gotham was originally known as Brooklyn Bridge Group and later reborn in lower 

Manhattan at a place symbolizing rebirth, overlooking the 911 Memorial, in the beautiful View of the World 

Terrace Club. 

The Downtown Group members consist of professionals with diverse backgrounds and specializations 

in areas ranging from: Immigration Law, Real Estate, Accounting, Banking, Investing, and International 

Property Matters. Our venue was voted as the secret restaurant with the best view of NYC and due to our 

unique location we appeal to potential members from all walks of life. If you want an opportunity to join 

a Gotham group which generates business for its members, and is growing, then we encourage you to visit 

and see what all of the buzz is about!
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GOTHAM TOWERS

The Towers group was spawned at a meeting with 

myself, Stephen Spurgeon and our networking guru, 

Fred Klein in the fall of 2009. Although I originally wanted 

to call the group “Gotham Elite”, Fred suggested the name 

“Towers” due to the fact that he swam at North Shore Towers 

in Floral Park every morning and that name reflected the 

stature and “power of intention” that would be our guiding 

light.

Currently I remain the Group Leader and Amparo Connors 

has taken the lead as Group Coordinator from Stephen 

Spurgeon who remains an integral member, chief visionary, 

and creator of our unique logo. Our recipe was simple: 

create a group that represented the best of the best by 

requiring that all members have tenure in the same named 

business or industry for at least ten years. We felt that this

formula would eliminate most transient “me first” 

networkers and due to their mature, seasoned virtual 

rolodexes, would assure that everyone was self-vetted just 

by the reality that they navigated and thrived in the same 

field for at least a decade. Thus this requirement became 

our dictum and our secret sauce which we call our 10 + 10 

proprietary road map to networking mastery.

Although we are category exclusive, we have open borders 

and allow anyone to visit our group and have waived 

any non-compete rules. It is my feeling as Group Leader 

since inception that your competition only serves to make 

you look better! We also believe as a group that strategic 

alliances can be created amongst friendly competitors who 

occupy the same community.

Another tenet of Towers is that we do not allow business 

cards to be passed around in a circle. We have labelled this 

as “lazy” and ineffective networking as it is common and 

lacks authenticity. Our mantra is “to exchange business 

cards only when shaking hands and being able to look 

into each other’s eyes and actually divine what color eyes 

the other person has”. We also encourage each member 

to schedule at least one opportunity call or belly-to-belly 

in-between each meeting, as networking is a process of 

building relationships working under the mutual laws of 

attraction and reciprocity.

Every single one of our meetings begins with a theme. As 

a member, circuit rider or guest “enters” the conversation 

they “start with why” and tell us why they do what they do. 

Coupling this with a theme helps us to build rapport and 

trust and to break down barriers so that early victories may 

be achieved and dual revenue opportunities are manifested. 

In the past we have discussed issues and topics such as: who 

is your favorite super hero, what is your favorite pet’s name, 

The Art of WOW, Start with Why, Who were you when you 

were age 10-21 and what were you thinking about and what 

did you do on your summer vacation?

The membership of Towers is one of camaraderie and 

compassion. We truly appreciate and practice the Gotham 

mantra of “It is better to give than receive”. We are diverse. 

We are professionals, business owners and we are men and 

women. We feel this is one of our competitive advantages

because women are better natural networkers and we as 

men learn subtle nuances from our female counterparts. As 

we enter our eighth year we are certainly a mature group of 

seasoned professionals.

We strive to grow our core albeit in a very slow and deliberate 

manner. Tonight we pay homage to Gotham’s Twenty-year 

anniversary and invite anyone reading this to come “Ride 

The Circuit” to Towers and find out what Gotham’s most 

interesting group is up to next! 

Yours for “LIFE”, 

Steven D. Lichtenstein CLU, ChFC

Group Leader Gotham Towers
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WESTCHESTER

Since 2001, Gotham Westchester has been a vibrant group north of the City.  Founded by Michael Zeldes 

and Jeff Lewis, the group has grown over the years to include many specialty alliances, proving the power of 

great networking and relationship-building.   

Our Power breakfast meetings are held conveniently held in White Plains, at the Mansion on Broadway.   We 

invite you to join us or Ride The Circuit with us to experience first hand our Member Spotlights, Speaker 

series and other events north of the City.
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YOUNG PROS

After some years of inactivity, the Gotham Young Professionals group restarted in the fall of 2009. While 

the group has evolved and changed since then, our mission remains the same: to start and grow our careers 

using networking. 

Our members come from a wide range of industries, including law, finance, media, and tech. Our meetings 

take place in the evenings over light dinner and drinks. We first go around the table introducing ourselves, 

what we do, and what a good lead for us would be. We then pass around a handful of questions, both about 

professional development, and also personal trivia. “What are your professional goals for 2017?” or “What 

are your favorite things to do in the winter in New York City?” for example. One by one we go around the 

room, and everyone answers each of the questions. Many times, in depth conversations will organically 

arise. The purpose of this exercise is to get to know each other, because the better you know someone, the 

more likely they’ll come to mind when you’re asked for a referral.

We also have several joint meetings a year. We look forward to these events because they are great ways to 

network with groups we may not have had the opportunity to visit. Ride the circuit to Young Pros!

Sarah Annese

Writer | Author
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BOB FORMICA 
GOLF TOURNAMENT

THIS YEAR WILL BE THE FIFTEENTH CONSECUTIVE GOLF OUTING.

When we first began , Bob Formica was our “Golf Marshall”.  He would ride around the course  greeting  

everyone .  After his passing we decided to name the event after him.

With the exception of the annual holiday party, golf has been Gotham’s longest running event.   In recent 

years Raj Goel’s company Brainlink has been the lead sponsor, and we are most grateful to him and all the 

other sponsors and committee members who so generously make this event happen.

There are so many stories about the great networking that has occurred during this great day. Business 

partnerships have been made, clients have been secured and most importantly, lasting friendships  

have started.

If you only attend one Gotham event, this is the one. 
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GOTHAM 
FILM FESTIVAL

ROLLING ON:  THE GOTHAM FILM FESTIVAL

You always have to watch it when Fred decides to get creative.  The 

Gotham Film Festival, like many other tribal activities, started as an 

offhand remark he made at lunch one day.  In Spring 2010, it became a 

reality, when 9 short films were shown at the Friar’s Club.  Subsequently, 

the Festival has been held nearly every year, showing a wide range of both 

documentary and original narrative films.  In 2015, we even introduced 

a business film category, which proved to be more of a noble experiment 

than a resounding success.

From the beginning the Gotham Film Festival’s primary differentiator has been that it would accept films 

typically deemed too short for other festivals.  So far as we know, the “Express” category for films under 3 

minutes in length is unique among film festivals.  Originally, the “Local” category included films up to 10 

minutes, but that has gradually been expanded to accommodate films up to 30 minutes.  

While the Festival was originally conceived as a creative outlet for Gotham members and their families, it 

has subsequently expanded to include submissions from all around the world.  We have received films from 

award-winning US and international filmmakers, in addition to numerous outstanding student productions.  

Two members of Gotham’s extended family – Dante Russo and Talia Zinder – have delighted audiences on 

several occasions with their highly original and entertaining submissions.

A panel of judges with film industry experience awards cash prizes in four categories:  Express Narrative, 

Express Documentary, Local Narrative and Local Documentary.  The audience is also invited to vote for its 

favorite film.

The 2017 Gotham Film Festival is currently scheduled for early November.  Details and rules for entry will 

be posted on the Festival web site - http://enterthegothamfilmfestival.com/ - by early April.

Steering Committee:

Steven Skyles-Mulligan, Chair

Cayce Crown

Fred Klein

Judy Mauer

Gideon Schein       
Logo by Alex Klein
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GOTHAM GOT GAME

2017 also marks the 4th straight year Gotham hosted an “outing” at Citifield, home of the Amazin’ Mets.  Of 

course in the spirit of fair mindedness, any Gotham outing to this fun venue must include a match involving 

both New York Major League Baseball Teams.  Our first two years we occupied seats in Right Centerfield 

between the Home Run Apple and the visitor’s bullpen. 

Our very first visit occurred on the memorial of 9/11.  As a result, the Mets graciously invited Jeff Crowther to 

throw out the first ball in memory of his son Welles Remy Crowther (aka “The Man with the Red Bandana’), 

a true hero of that tragic 2001 day.  I never saw so much coverage of a first throw, even at at World Series 

game.  That moving experience overshadowed the game for many of us who attended.  (Find many pics of 

the pregame ceremony on Gotham’s website.)

Last year we enjoyed new space (for us) at the Pepsi Porch.  We return to that space now christened the Coca 

Cola Corner, Thursday, August 17 (At the time you read this not sure any tickets remain.).

-Corey Bearak
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BATTLE OF THE BANDS
2017 (April 30 to be exact) marks the 5th Annual Gotham Battle of the Bands®.   Founder Fred 

Klein proposed the idea and our Entertainment Chair extraordinaire Norm Spizz who puts 

together aka produces musical events like this (and much, much more) stepped forward – as 

always to coordinate.  

We held our initial two “battles” at the Martin Luther School in Maspeth Queens (Thank you Michael 

Jakob).  2015 we moved to the Knitting Factory in Williamsburg.  Last year we moved to the historic Cafe 

Wha? (Thank you William Skody) and return there next month.

Winners get cash prizes – on the spot, and an opportunity to play a gig at Cafe Wha?

My primary role involves encouraging Gothamites to help support this musical extravaganza.  I also served 

as Judge in 2014 and 2015, and will reprise that role this year.

Involvement in events like this, serving on the committee, and attending them ofter great ways to connect to 

other members of our tribe.  I enjoy it a lot (and not just because I serve as our (unofficial) music aficionado).

Great music played with great energy and passion to a great crowd.  It makes for a fun afternoon and 

certainly helps distinguishes Gotham City Networking, Inc.® from other networking entities.  Rock On!.

-Corey Bearak
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GOTHAM SOFTBALL

Gotham had two highly competitive and pretty successful softball teams:  the Gotham Bombers (add R) and 

the Gotham Batmen.  Scott Bloom (Chair of our Real Estate Group) is a Star for both teams and is the pitcher 

for the Bombers.  Co Founder Fred Klein is the pitcher for the Batmen who finished first in their Division in 

2016. One of Fred’s teammates is his son, heavy hitting multi-positional, David Klein. The plan is for Fred’s 

18 year old grandson Jackson  to play allowing for a three generations stacked Batmen team.  

Fred has been heard to say “Fun is more fun when you win!”
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A letter to all present, former and  
future Gotham Event Committee  Members,

1 joined Gotham at the end of  2001.  At that  time  I belonged  to approximately 15 different networking 

groups. It didn’t take very long to realize that being a member of Gotham made  the others  unnecessary.  It 

also didn’t  take very  long  for Fred to “appoint me” to  the  lifetime  position  of  Gotham  Events  Chairman. 

As most of you  know,  if you  are around  Fred  and you  mention something,  you become the one in charge.

We have had many events over the last few years. They have included cocktail parties, golf tournaments, 

trips to Coney Island, trips to wineries, skiing trips, the Gotham Follies, Battle of The Bands, Film Festivals, 

Picnics, oratoriums, singles nights and many others too numerous to mention.

The reason for the success of these events was due to the hard work of each and every member of each event 

committee.

There is not enough room in this journal to mention each committee member by name. You know who you 

are. I can’t thank each and every one of you enough for the hard work and generous giving of your time. All 

I did was set up the schedules. You did all the work.

Thanks again for your  wonderful  work.  You  make  me  proud  to  be  a  member of  Gotham.

Norman Spizz

SPN Music & Entertainment Feb 25, 2017            

A NOTE FROM NORMAN
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What happens when you “wander” into

Gotham City Networking, Inc.®?
In this case, you join LI Legal, become a charter member of Gotham Towers, accept the passenger side back seat as a

Gotham Travelin’ Wilbury, agree to co-chair GOtham GREEN®, get selected as Networker of the Year, 

build Staten Island & Brooklyn into Gotham Power Breakfast (chair), serve as Gotham Sponsorships Chair

and curate Gotham’s politics, sports and music listserves.

Corey B. Bearak, Esq.
Government & Public Affairs Counsel

I bring experience forged during 23 years in public service to provide 

Strategic Political Counsel to make a difference for clients who face difficult

public policy matters or special needs in dealing with government.

Let me make a difference for you.

(718) 343-6779 ♦ fax (888) 379-3492 ♦ Corey@CoreyBearak.com ♦

StrategicPublicPolicy.com ♦ @Bearak

Author, The Public Ought To Know

available on Kindle and Nook and Apple devices

View my strategic political counsel 

as your Protective Prevention Policy.

 
Happy 20th Birthday Gotham 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
516 767 3919 
212 465 9114 

 
www.spnmusic.com 
info@spnmusic.com 
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Gotham New York Health and Longevity with Gotham Advocates Salutes

GOTHAM NETWORKING 20th ANNIVERSARY
and its Outstanding Contribution to

Enhancing Community, Culture and the Lives of its Members because...
‘Making Friends is The Best Business in the World’

Ben Geizhals, Group Co-Chair
Partner, Moritt Hock & Hamroff, LLP

Kelly Welles, Group Co-Chair
Welles Financial Services

Gideon Schein, Group Coordinator
Eddy & Schein In Home Administrators 
for Seniors

Patty Baer Troup
Gentle Healing Alternatives

Mickey Hoelscher
Executive Director, Synergy Home Care

Richard Carlton, M.D.
Psychiatrist

Janet Sullivan, Ph.D.
Psychoanalyst (Music Therapy)

Kim Trigoboff
Law Offices of Kim Trigoboff, Esq. (Elder Law)

Gotham Make a Difference Group !
“MAD”

Congratulates 
Fred and Nancy 

on the 20th Anniversary of  their great idea, and
Gotham City Networking 

on 20 years of  making a difference in the 
businesses and lives of  its members.

Keep Making a Difference!
Cayce Crown

Gail Koelln
Gayle Lob

David Mack
Harvey Rosen

Sonia Saleh
Norman Spizz

Peter Heller and William Skody, Co-Chairs
Susan Zinder, Group Coordinator



We all live in a
Yellow Submarine…

Congratulations to Gotham City
Networking on its 20th Year!

…and our friends are all on board

Vincent J. Russo, Marie Elena Puma & Frank L. Buquicchio

Garden City | Islandia | Lido Beach | Manhattan
By Appointment Only: Forest Hills | Patchogue | Southold

800-680-1717 • www.vjrussolaw.com
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CONGRATULATIONS 

to Gotham on its 20th 

anniversary of building 

meaningful business and 

social relationships. 

JZA+D  would like to 

thank Fred Klein, the Tribal 

Council, and all of Gotham 

for the support that has 

helped lead to ten years of 

design excellence. 

JOSHUA ZINDER ARCHITECTURE + DESIGN
20 NASSAU STREET, SUITE 25 PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY
T : 6 0 9 . 9 2 4 . 5 0 0 4   F : 6 0 9 . 9 2 4 . 5 0 0 8
W W W . J O S H U A Z I N D E R . C O M

COMPLETE ARCHITECTURE, INTERIOR, AND DESIGN SERVICES

Solving the legal, business and regulatory challenges of 
non-profits and healthcare providers in a time of dynamic change. 
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Congratulations Gotham

Todd Pifher 
T: (908) 928-1010 E: tpifher@coxprinters.com
www.coxprinters.com

• Offset and Digital Printing
• Direct Mail, Variable Data
• Warehousing
• Pick-n-Pack Services
• Signage
• Ad Specialties
• Trade Shows
• Web Development
• Internet Marketing
• Branding
• Graphic Design

We Are GREEN!  
Powered by Wind Turbines 
and Solar Panels.
We Recycle EVERYTHING!

We salute 
 

GOTHAM CITY NETWORKING 
HAPPY 20th ANNIVERSARY!  

 

 

“WHEN WINNING MATTERS!” 
1811 Victory Boulevard, Staten Island, New York 10314 

Tel: 718-447-0003 ■ Fax: 347-252-0254 
www.luthmannfirm.com  
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ANTHONY SPINA 
GOTHAM CONSTRUCTION  

BRUCE R. SWICKER 
GOTHAM BANDIT  

All-Star Reporters, Inc.

Thank

Gotham City Networking, Inc.®

and founders Nancy & Fred.
Your Full Service Court Reporting Agency:

all aspects of commercial, personal injury & medical malpractice

depositions, hearings, trials & arbitrations.

All-Star Reporters, Inc.

15 Verbena Avenue

Floral Park, New York 11001

Phone: (800) 329-9222 / (516) 328-2222

Jeffrey S. Lewis Marc Schafler
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CONGRATULATIONS 
From Gotham’s

NY WOMEN’S GROUP
Keep On Networking!

Jaime DeChellis
Sherri Lydell,, Esq.

Ruth Domber
Kelly O’Callaghan
Victoria Drogin

Joan Rothermel, Esq.
Darlene Fiscus

Nancy B. Schess, Esq.
Claudine Halpern

Aimee White 
Andrea Hauptman-Perez

Iris Wolinsky, Esq.
Jane B. Jacobs, Esq.

The Long Island Women’s Group

Celebates 20 Years of  
Tribal Networking

 Laura Avital   Bella Kirshner

 Crysti Farra,   Esq. Phyllis Newbert

 Flo Feinberg    Marie Elena Puma, Esq.

 Ellyn Finkelstein   Renee Richter

 Marilyn Genoa, Esq.  Faith Rousso, Esq.

 Carol Greenwald   Riva Schwartz

 Gale Gregory  Nancy Schess, Esq.

 Rona Gura, Esq.   Charisma Vega

 Arlene Haims   Lisa Waterman

Congratulations 
to Gotham’s Co-Founders 

Fred and Nancy 

on Gotham’s 
20th Anniversary!

Thank you for your “non-plan” plan which 
created this amazing network of givers.

We are proud to be a part of  

Gotham and the Tribal Council

Here’s to the next 20 years of Gotham!

Debbie, Mitch and Ben



Congratulations Gotham, 20 years!

Wow!!! 

As Gotham’s 1  st   Member,
 I have to share my story…

I have been truly honored to have this title for the past 20 years.   Early on in my career,
and very pregnant with my first child, I was asked by Fred to think about starting a

Networking Group when I was done with the “baby thing” (Gotham member 1A).  Fred
very humbly said, “this probably won’t work, as we have no experience – but what the

heck?  Let’s give it a try!”  It took a solid year to get the momentum going, starting with
only 6 people, collecting $20 for lunch from each person, having no agenda.  Well, what
has now grown to over 500 members, I am truly honored to have been at the inception.
Fred, hats off to you for your “vision, determination and persistence”….words from my

dad, who knew great things would come of this endeavor!

Susan Sajiun-Fitzharris, Vice President
HUB International Northeast

1393 Veterans Memorial Highway, Suite 210N, Hauppauge, NY  11788
Office: 631-360-5306   Fax: 917-934-5318   susan.sajiun-fitzharris@hubinternational.com    hubinternational.com

John Gallin & Son couldn’t be happier to congratulate

GOTHAM CITY NETWORKING 
on their 20th anniversary. 

Over 130 Years of Construction Excellence102 Madison Avenue  |  212-252-8900  |  Gallin.com
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Congratulations Gotham on 20 years
It’s been great to be a part of it.

(516) 420-9500

Members of Gotham’s Hall of Fame

Thank

Gotham City Networking, Inc.®

and founders Nancy & Fred.
“In the Hall of Fame for Networks, we know Gotham occupies the

first seat in such an august place.”

-Gotham’s Networkers of the Year and Red Bandana(*) recipients:

Sarah Annese

Kenneth Granieri*

Ester Horowitz

Barry Monies

Cindy Somma*

Corey Bearak

Jack Halpern

Jeffrey Kamberg

Paul Napolitano*

Norm Spizz

Tom Gallin

Marc Halpert

Judy Mines

Liz Saldana

Lawrence Sprung

Raj Goel

Judy Heft

Judie Moceri

Phil Smallman*

Lisa Waterman

Kelly Welles Joshua Zinder
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• Divorce and Family Law
• Commercial Litigation  

andContract Disputes
• Probate Administration
• Will and Trust Litigation

5531 N. University Dr., Suite 103
Coral Springs, FL 33067
T: (954) 603-8801
F: (954) 603-8804
Richard@gaineslawfl.com
www.gaineslawfl.com

SHAPIRO GOLDSTEIN MOSES & ARTUSO, LLP
Certif ied Public Accountants & Consultants

Kenneth L. Goldstein, CPA

7600 Jericho Turnpike, Suite 200
Woodbury, N.Y. 11797

Telephone: 516.932.0404 x 319
Fax: 516.932.7882

e-mail: kgoldstein@sgmacpa.com
www.sgmacpa.com

Congratulations Gotham!

The Garibaldi Group takes 
accounting and financial management to a
new level of responsiveness.

Garibaldi Group

990 Stewart Avenue   Garden City, New York  11530
Tel: 516.288.7400  •  Fax: 516.288.7410  •  garibaldicpas.com

Certified Public Accountants  
Financial and Management Consultants

Because at The Garibaldi Group, 
it’s our business to know your business.

Now that’s accounting done right!

• Accounting, auditing and consulting for small 
to mid-sized closely held businesses and 
professional practices

• Business and professional practice valuations

• Forensic accounting, fraud engagements and 
expert witness testimony

• Tax planning and compliance

• Private wealth management

• Business, financial and estate planning

garibaldicpas.com

Gotham_BW_ 7_25x4_75_Layout 1  2/10/17  10:41 AM  Page 1
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401 (k) Defined Benefit Plans
For Small and Medium Sized Businesses

34 Fifth Street Stamford, CT 06905 
(203) 327-1212 | 401k@5thstreetadvisors.com

www.5thstreetadvisors.com

5th Street Advisors, LLC is an SEC Registered investment advisor 
with its principal place of business in the state of Connecticut. 
For information pertaining to our registration status, please 
contact 5th Street Advisors or refer to the Investment Advisor 
Public Disclosure website (www.advisorinfo.sec.gov)

Skody Scot & Company, CPAs, P.C.
     Tel: 212.967.1100 . www.skodyscot.com

“Specializing in servicing the Not-For-Profit 
community for over 25 years.”

William Skody
Chair: Make a Difference Group

william@skodyscot.com

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Financial Statements

Accounting Support / Advice
Tax Exempt Applications

Return Preparation
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Congratulations

Gotham

for

20 Great Years!

LAW OFFICES OF MICHAEL D. STEGER, PC 

MICHAEL D. STEGER 

295 MADISON AVENUE

22ND FLOOR

NEW YORK, NY 10017

646-517-0600

msteger@steger-law.com 

30 RAMLAND ROAD, SUITE 201

ORANGEBURG, NY 10962

845-359-4600

FAX 845-689-2155

www.steger-law.com 

Congrats Gotham on 20 years from the

shining star – Downtown Gotham

Steve Maggi (Group Coordinator/Co-Chair)

Managing Partner, SMA - Immigration Law Firm

smaggi@smalawyers.com, (212) 402-6885

Jose Villa (Group Co-Chair)

Capital One Bank Business Banking

jose.villa@capitalone.com, (646) 231-9175

Roy S. Fenichel, Esq., VP MIT National Land Services

rfenichel@mitnational.com, (646) 647-2035

Matt Plociak, Voice of Reason Consulting

mattinmanhattan@gmail.com, (917) 282-0809

Douglas Wasser, Esq., Wasser & Russ, LLP

doug@wassruss.com, (212) 430-6040

Henry Plyler CRPC®, Barnum Financial Group

hplyler@barnumfg.com (212) 578-2359

Ravee Shrinivas, Shrinivas Elliott & Eday LLP

ravee.shrinivas@CPAFirst.com (917) 607-1900

Michael Shapot, Keller Williams Realty NYC

MShapot@kwnyc.com (646) 833-4321

Steven Mancinelli, Mancinelli & Associates, P.C.

mancinelliesq@earthlink.net (646) 863-6490

Jordan Feldman, Rampart Brokerage Corporation

jfeldman@rampartinsurance.com (516) 390-3764



䌀漀渀最爀愀琀甀氀愀琀椀漀渀猀 䜀漀琀栀愀洀℀
圀攀 眀椀猀栀 礀漀甀 ㈀　 洀漀爀攀

礀攀愀爀猀 漀昀 琀爀椀戀愀氀 渀攀琀眀漀爀欀椀渀最

䴀椀挀栀愀攀氀 䜀愀爀椀戀愀氀搀椀
䰀椀猀愀 圀愀琀攀爀洀愀渀
䌀漀爀攀礀 䈀攀愀爀愀欀
一攀愀氀 䈀攀爀洀愀渀一攀愀氀 䈀攀爀洀愀渀
伀搀攀礀 刀愀瘀椀瘀

一漀爀洀愀渀 匀瀀椀稀稀
䴀椀琀挀栀 吀漀戀漀氀

䰀愀甀爀攀氀 匀挀愀爀爀ⴀ䬀漀渀攀氀
刀攀瀀爀攀猀攀渀琀椀渀最 䜀漀琀栀愀洀ᤠ猀 

䰀漀渀最 䤀猀氀愀渀搀Ⰰ 䰀䤀 䰀攀最愀氀Ⰰ 一夀 䰀攀最愀氀 
☀ 䰀䤀 刀攀愀氀 䔀猀琀愀琀攀 䜀爀漀甀瀀猀☀ 䰀䤀 刀攀愀氀 䔀猀琀愀琀攀 䜀爀漀甀瀀猀

Congratulations

Gotham, Nancy & Fred

for 20 Great Years!

from an honored recipient of your

Red Bandana Award

Philip J. Smallman
Attorney At Law

32 Court Street, Suite 1702

Brooklyn NY 11201-4440

(718) 222-3073

fax (718) 222-3056

cell (347) 489-2307

pjfsesq@aol.com
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GO GOTHAM!


